NOTES:
1. NO STONES OR LUMPS GREATER THAN 3" PERMITTED IN TRENCH 2' OR LESS IN WIDTH.
2. TRENCH WIDTH, BEDDING, SUBGRADE AND PIPE ZONE REQUIREMENTS FOR UTILITY INSTALLATIONS SHALL CONFORM TO THE RESPECTIVE ENTITY REQUIREMENTS.
3. CRUSHED ROCK MAY BE USED FOR PIPE BEDDING ONLY IF MATERIAL USE HAS BEEN SPECIFICALLY APPROVED BY THE GOVERNING AGENCY. SEE STANDARD DRAWING NO. 505 FOR PIPE BEDDING METHODS.
4. LAS VEGAS VALLEY WATER DISTRICT REQUIRES PIPE BEDDING AND BACKFILL WITHIN THE PIPE ZONE TO BE OF THE SAME MATERIAL.
5. A ONE-INCH MAXIMUM LEVELING COURSE IS PERMITTED WHEN APPROVED BY THE ENGINEER.
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METHOD B FOR RIGID AND FLEXIBLE PIPE
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